
 

 

 
 
 
 

CARBOTECH launches THE STREAM, its new log feeder 
 
Plessisville, Quebec, September 25, 2019 – It is with great pride that Carbotech presents its newest piece 
of equipment, THE STREAM, a strong and efficient log feeder. In order to contribute to the advancement of 
the industry, the company is constantly focusing on R&D. With THE STREAM, Carbotech is widening its 
service offering in the wood industry by contributing to the log entry process.  
 
The official launch was held today at the Carbotech facility surrounded by clients and business partners who 
had the opportunity to see THE STREAM in action. For the occasion, a line of logs was assembled on an 
adjacent lot to the Plessisville facility. Luc Houde, Carbotech’s general manager, declared: ‘’It is important 
that people see this kind of equipment in action in addition to the technical analysis of its components. It is 
a key piece of equipment for efficient sawmilling. Our team knew how to respond to the industry’s 
expectations.’’   
 
In addition to its continual high-speed rhythm and strength, THE STREAM, benefits from a brand new gap 
control designed by the Carbotech engineering team. This system will allow it to stand out from the 
competition by reaching higher levels of efficiency.  
 

Why THE STREAM 
Carbotech decided to launch production of STREAM thanks to its team of engineers that are experienced 
with this kind of equipment. The mission was to create a piece of equipment that reflects Carbotech, 
meaning both strong and efficient and available at a competitive price. The name chosen refers to a current 
with a continual flow that reflects the image of continually bringing logs to the entrance of the facility, as 
water is brought to the mill.  
 
The first STREAM will be installed in a few weeks at Spruce Products in Manitoba. Other installations are 
also planned in the upcoming months. Like all other Carbotech machines, THE STREAM is offered with after-
sales service, better known as CarboCare. 
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